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Realist Evaluation
"Using realist evaluation to 

understand whats really happening in 

interprofessional education and 

practice: What, works, for whom, in 

which circumstances, in what respects 

and why?"







Programs













Common Features of IPE programs that pose evaluation 

challenges

Theory
Lack of theory use, or not implicitly stated

Poor alignment of theory, design, and OC measures

Intervention 

Variability

Teaching & learning methods, facilitator preparation, focus 

or aims, duration, intensity, location

dura

Participant 

Variability

Professions involved, curricular level. group size, 

composition, rates of participation, voluntary /mandatory

Outcomes
Poorly developed outcome measures

Mostly learner self reported outcomes

Differing Contexts Practice context, organizational context, national context

Issues for 

systematic reviews

heterogeneity in design

lack of methodological rigor

small sample size

Complexity

Difficulties in designing and implementing research 

protocols in complex environments to examine the 

effectiveness of complex interventions



complex social 

interactions



Characteristics of a complex social interactions

The intervention is a theory or theories 

(implicit and rarely stated rationale)

The intervention involves the actions of people - so 

understanding human intentions and motivations, what 

stakeholders know and how they reason, is essential to 

understanding the intervention

The intervention consists of a chain of steps or processes

These chains of steps or processes are often not linear and 

involve negotiation and feedback at each stage

Interventions are embedded in social systems and how they work 

is shaped by this context

Interventions are prone to modification as they are implemented

Interventions are open systems and change through learning as 

stakeholders come to understand them



– Pawson, Greenlaugh, Harvey & Walshe, 2004

“In short, social interventions are complex 

systems thrust amidst complex systems. 

Attempts to measure ‘whether they work’ 

using the conventional armoury of the 

systematic reviewer will always end up with 

the homogenised answer ‘to some extent’ 

and ‘sometimes’…….



– Pawson, Greenlaugh, Harvey & Walshe, 2004

……. but this is of little use to policy makers 

or practitioners because it provides no clue as 

to why the interventions sometimes work and 

sometimes don’t, or in what circumstances or 

conditions they are more or less likely to 

work, or what can be done to maximize their 

chances of success and minimize the risk of 

failure”







the right questions



what works

for whom

in what circumstances

in what respects

why



Realist evaluation



‘Theory-driven’

(Chen and Rossi, 1992; Bickman, 1987; Connell et al, 1995; Weiss, 1997; 

Rogers et al, 2000)



The core principle is that we should make

explicit the underlying assumptions about

how an intervention is supposed to work

(the ‘programme theory’), and should

then go about gathering evidence in a

systematic way to test and refine this

theory.



Rather than seeking generalisable lessons or

universal truths, it recognises and directly

addresses the fact that the ‘same’ intervention

never gets implemented identically and never has

the same impact, because of differences in the

context, setting,process, stakeholders etc.

Instead, the aim is explanatory – ‘what works for

whom, in what circumstances, in what respects,

and why?’”





realism



generative

vs

successionist



Realism agrees that there is a real world and that 

our knowledge of it is processed through human 

senses, brains, language and culture. 

However

Realism also argues that we can improve our 

understandings of reality because the ‘real world’ 

constrains the interpretations we can reasonably 

make of it. While our knowledge will always be 

partial and imperfect, it can accrue over time.



“Critical realism presumes that in an open
system a myriad of explanatory possibilities
exist, some true and some mistaken…..

…. the primary goal of social inquiry is to
critique the thoughts and actions that are
responsible for such false explanations”

Archer et al: 1998; Bhaskar, 2002



Scientific, empirical, emergent, middle-
range, or analytical realism. 

This school of thought believes in the value
of adjudicating between alternative
explanations rather than eliminating false
explanations, whilst acknowledging the
open system nature of social inquiry
acknowledging that other possible
explanations may exist.



This branch of realist inquiry adopts many of
the components of empirical science, such as
hypothesis development and testing,
outcome pattern identification, and critical
comparison



programs



what it is about a program 

that generates change



mechanisms







context



individuals

interrelationships

institutions

infrastructures



outcome patterns



CMOC Theories



Mechanisms

What is it about a measure that 

may lead it to have a particular 

outcome pattern in a given 

context?

Context

What conditions are needed for 

a measure to trigger 

mechanisms to produce 

particular outcome patterns?

Outcome Pattern

What are the practical effects 

produced by causal 

mechanisms being triggered in 

a given context?

CMOC Theories

How are changes in the 

regularity (outcomes) produced 

by measures introduced to 

modify the context and balance 

of mechanisms triggered







Realist cycle






